Rome2rio's Latest App Launch Reflects Strong Demand

From Android Users
Melbourne Australia 
(Thursday, March 10, 2016):
Rome2rio

, the multimodal search specialist, has
released an Android version of their transportation journey planner. The company, which attracts some 8
million monthly visitors via its desktop and mobile implementations, responded to persistent demand from
users to release Androidspecific support.
Discussing the launch, Rome2rio CEO Rod Cuthbert said “Like most companies active in the online travel
space, we’re hearing more and more from our Android users that they want to access our product while
they’re on the move, not just via the desktop. With so many development projects on our plate it took a little
longer than we’d hoped to rollout Android support, but now we’ve done it we’re delighted with the reaction.”

Rome2rio cofounder, Michael Cameron says “This freshly minted Android app has a richer feature set than
the existing iOS app, so now we need to get things in sync by rolling out an upgrade to our iOS offering. We
have already had some great feedback from our Android users, and a healthy number of early downloads.
It’s great to hear that our customers are continuing to find our product helpful for their travel planning
needs”.
The app is available to download in the Google play store here: http://bit.ly/rome2rioandroidapp
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About Rome2rio
Rome2rio
is a multimodal transport search engine that answers the question “How do I get from A to B?”. Users input
any address, airport, station, town or landmark as their origin and destination; Rome2rio searches its database of flight,
train, ferry, bus and driving routes to instantly present a complete range of transit options, including journey time and fare
estimates.
Founded in 2011, Rome2rio is based in Melbourne, Australia, and currently attracts over 8 million visitors per month. The
company won the People's Choice Award at the Phocuswright Travel Innovation Summit in 2012, and in 2013 was
named Traveltech's website of the year. The company recently won the Data Specialist Award at the 2015 WITovation
Awards. Users access Rome2rio on the web, and via iOS and Android apps.

